NWS Raleigh Briefing

- There are no high-impact weather briefings in effect at this time.

http://weather.gov/Raleigh
For details for your specific area, including all watches, warnings, and advisories...

Please refer to the following sites:

- Northeast NC: [http://weather.gov/akq](http://weather.gov/akq)
- Eastern NC: [http://weather.gov/mhx](http://weather.gov/mhx)
- Southeast NC: [http://weather.gov/ilm](http://weather.gov/ilm)
- Central NC: [http://weather.gov/rah](http://weather.gov/rah)
- Southwest NC (& mountains): [http://weather.gov/gsp](http://weather.gov/gsp)
- Cherokee and Clay Counties: [http://weather.gov/mrx](http://weather.gov/mrx)

For specific hour-by-hour forecast details and trends for your exact location, please visit [http://forecast.weather.gov/gridpoint.php?site=rah&TypeDefault=graphical](http://forecast.weather.gov/gridpoint.php?site=rah&TypeDefault=graphical)
This link will include hour-by-hour forecasts for temperature, wind, wind gusts, wind chill, precipitation chance, etc.